Show your work! The case for Alternative 4:

This 3 word sentence from a great teacher continues to be one of the most important lessons we can learn and an indispensable problem solving skill.

Prove your point.

Convince me with the facts.

Show how the evidence makes your case.

Logically refute fallacious arguments against your case.

Demonstrate how your assertions withstand scrutiny.

Use reason to draw valid conclusions.

Methodology – That’s the word for the process.

See how Alternative 4 passes all these tests:

Methodology for Alt 4 Capacity Calculations:
http://clark.wa.gov/.../documents/Alt4CapacityCalculations.pdf

Methodology for rural VBLM Assumption 1:
http://clark.wa.gov/.../MethodologyForRuralVBLMAssumption1.pdf

Methodology for rural VBLM Assumption 2:
http://clark.wa.gov/.../MethodologyForRuralVBLMAssumption2.pdf

Methodology for rural VBLM Assumption 3:

I welcome your feedback.
Lori Vigna likes this.
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